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Abstract Little is known about the cognitive background

of unconscious visuomotor control of complex sports

movements. Therefore, we investigated the extent to which

novices and skilled high-jump athletes are able to identify

visually presented body postures of the high jump uncon-

sciously. We also asked whether or not the manner of

processing differs (qualitatively or quantitatively) between

these groups as a function of their motor expertise. A

priming experiment with not consciously perceivable

stimuli was designed to determine whether subliminal

priming of movement phases (same vs. different movement

phases) or temporal order (i.e. natural vs. reversed move-

ment order) affects target processing. Participants had to

decide which phase of the high jump (approach vs. flight

phase) a target photograph was taken from. We found a

main effect of temporal order for skilled athletes, that is,

faster reaction times for prime-target pairs that reflected the

natural movement order as opposed to the reversed

movement order. This result indicates that temporal-order

information pertaining to the domain of expertise plays a

critical role in athletes’ perceptual capacities. For novices,

data analyses revealed an interaction between temporal

order and movement phases. That is, only the reversed

movement order of flight-approach pictures increased

processing time. Taken together, the results suggest that the

structure of cognitive movement representation modulates

unconscious processing of movement pictures and points to

a functional role of motor representations in visual

perception.

Keywords Subliminal priming � Perception � Cognitive

representation � High-jump photographs

Introduction

Complex actions (for example, a high-jump movement)

need to be adjusted during movement execution, as not all

motor commands can be determined before movement

initiation (storage problem, Schmidt 1975). Importantly,

movement adjustments might occur without conscious

perception of relevant stimuli, which is shown in studies of

clinical (Weiskrantz 1986; Perenin and Jeannerod 1975)

and non-clinical (Pélisson et al. 1986; Prablanc and Martin

1992; Johnson and Haggard 2005; Chua and Enns 2005)

psychology. These studies investigated, for example,

adjustments made during pointing movements towards a

visual target (e. g. Pélisson et al. 1986), where the target

was shifted during participants’ saccades and participants
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were not aware of these shifts. However, they corrected

their ongoing trajectories according to the direction of the

visual target shift.

To our knowledge, there is little evidence of whether or

not unconscious processing of movement-related visual

information is influenced by the availability of specific

motor representations (e.g. for the high-jump movement).

Some work has been devoted to unconsciously controlled

decision-making in sports (Kibele 2006), which is partic-

ularly relevant for fast motor reactions. Imagine an elite

tennis player who is attempting to return the serve of an

opponent. The returning player has to decide whether he

needs a forehand or a backhand return. As the flight of the

ball is very fast, the player cannot change the technique

once initiating a particular movement (i.e. switching

between a forehand and a backhand return). Thus, deci-

sion-making processes before movement initiation play an

important role for fast motor reactions.

In contrast, longer lasting and precise, to-be produced

actions highly depend on adjustments made during move-

ment execution. These adjustments require action feedback

about already produced sub-goals of the movement. Think,

for example, of the approach in a high jump, where the

length of successive steps needs to be evaluated and

adjusted in order to reach the optimal take off. Such

adjustments during movement execution seem to rely on

different cognitive processes than the quick decision-

making that is done before movement initiation (e.g.

decisions to play a forehand or a backhand return). Here,

we are interested in the issue of whether or not unconscious

visual perception of high-jump pictures is influenced by the

availability of motor representations of movements that

critically require adjustments during execution.

To explain visuomotor processing without awareness,

Goodale et al. (1992) propose that visual information

exiting the primary visual cortex (V1) follows two dif-

ferent ‘streams’. The ventral stream travels towards the

temporal lobe and is associated with object identification.

The dorsal stream projects to the parietal lobe and is

involved in the guidance of actions and the recognition of

where objects are located in space. Assuming that infor-

mation in the dorsal stream is processed independently

from information in the ventral stream, a stimulus can

activate a motor response via the dorsal stream, even if

the ventral stream is dysfunctional. Such a motor activa-

tion may occur without conscious processing of the

stimulus because conscious processing is associated with

ventral stream activity. In support of this claim, uncon-

scious motor activation has been demonstrated in patients

with lesions confined to the ventral stream (Milner and

Goodale 1995).

Even though unconscious processing is theoretically

(Goodale and Milner 1992; Milner and Goodale 1995) and

empirically (e.g. Dehaene et al. 1998; Eimer and Schlag-

hecken 1998) grounded, different mechanisms that may

mediate this process are still widely discussed in cognitive

psychology (e.g. Dehaene et al. 1998; Elsner et al. 2008;

Kunde et al. 2003). A recent study suggests that domain-

specific expertise is an important prerequisite of uncon-

scious information processing (Kiesel et al. 2009). In this

study, Kiesel et al. (2009) showed that chess experts can

unconsciously process whether chess scenarios displayed a

‘checking’ or a ‘non-checking’ configuration, but novices

cannot.

As we are interested in the role of specific motor rep-

resentations in unconscious processing, we compared

novices to skilled athletes of high jump regarding their

perception of visual stimuli. Skilled athletes are supposed

to have a particular high-jump representation at their

command (for the so-called Fosbury Flop; see Method),

whereas novices have no such specific motor representa-

tion. Such motor representations reflect an action-related

cognitive system that is necessary for efficient movement

control (Schack 2004).

A theoretical basis for the interplay between motor

expertise and perceptual processes is provided by the

Theory of Event Coding (TEC; Hommel et al. 2001). The

core assumption of TEC is that perceived events (percep-

tions) and intended or to-be-generated events (actions) are

represented in a common representational domain (based

on the common-coding approach, see Prinz 1992; 1997).

This suggestion is in accordance with the idea about a

mirror neuron system in our brains (Rizzolatti 2005; Riz-

zolatti et al. 1996). A recent fMRI study with expert ballet

dancers (Calvo-Merino et al. 2006) provides neurofunc-

tional support for this theoretical approach. In this study,

male and female dancers watched videos of dancing

movements performed by both genders. As all ballet

dancers train together, they have equal visual experiences

for both types of dancing moves, but only motor repre-

sentations for gender-specific movements. Results show

that the activation of motor representations (in parietal-

premotor circuits) was stronger when participants watched

movements from their own movement repertoire compared

to movements where they had only visual experiences.

Thus, movement-related brain activity predominantly

depends on specific motor knowledge and less on visual

experiences, not only when performing a particular

movement but also when merely observing one.

Taken together, athletes with specific motor experience

have an increased perceptual sensitivity for actions in their

domain of expertise (perceptual resonance; Schütz-Bos-

bach and Prinz 2007a) which might be the prerequisite to

unconsciously processing movement information. To test

this, we investigated whether novices and skilled athletes

of the high-jump movement are able to identify visually
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presented body postures of the high-jump unconsciously,

and whether the manner of processing differs between

groups (qualitatively or quantitatively).

To this end, we conducted a subliminal response-prim-

ing experiment with photographical stimulus material

taken from the high-jump movement (Fosbury Flop). In

priming experiments, responding to a particular target

stimulus is faster and more accurate when the target has

been preceded by a prime that requires the same response

(the response-congruency effect). In the present experi-

ment, participants had to classify the target pictures as

depicting either the approach or the flight phase of a high-

jump movement. Before the target appeared, a masked (not

consciously perceivable) prime picture was presented,

which could either depict a body posture from the approach

or from the flight phase. It was expected that prime pictures

would activate the response associated with their move-

ment phases (see Dehaene et al. 1998) and thus influence

the response to the target stimulus. This should produce a

response-congruency effect, that is, faster responses when

prime and target are from the same movement phase than

when they are from different movement phases.

As predicting future aspects of a movement may also

play a critical role in movement perception, we hypothe-

sised that responses would be facilitated when the target

depicts a future segment of the movement compared to the

prime. Such an effect may occur for prime-target pairs

from different movement phases. Processing should be

facilitated when the prime is from the approach phase and

the target is from the flight phase (natural temporal order)

compared with a prime from the flight phase and a target

from the approach phase (reversed temporal order). Such

an effect of temporal order may also occur for prime-target

pairs from the same movement phase. That is, responses

should still be faster when the prime depicts a movement

segment that is earlier in time than the target (within the

same movement phase) compared to responses to prime-

target pairs that depict a later movement segment than the

target. Thus, the factors movement phases and temporal

order were manipulated independently from one another.

Note that the temporal distance is, on average, smaller

within a movement phase than between movement phases.

The factorial combination is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Because athletes are supposed to have a specific motor

representation for movements within their area of skill, we

predicted a response-congruency effect and an effect of

temporal order for athletes. In contrast, due to a lack of a

specific motor representation for the high-jump movement

in novices, we predicted neither a response-congruency (or

at least a smaller effect than for athletes) nor a temporal-

order effect in this group.

Method

Participants

A total of 32 participants took part voluntarily and received

course credit. All participants had normal or corrected-to-

normal vision. They were all naive with regard to the

purpose of the experiment. Before being tested, each par-

ticipant provided written informed consent. The study has

been performed in accordance with the ethical standards of

the sixth revision (Seoul, 2008) of the 1964 Declaration of

Helsinki.

Sixteen participants were assigned to the group of nov-

ices (six women, all right-handed, mean age 22.3; range

18–29) as they reported having no practical experiences in

Fig. 1 Illustration of the

independently manipulated

factors congruency of

movement phases and temporal

order. The upper line depicts

prime-target pairs with a natural

movement order whereas the

lower line depicts prime-target

pairs with a reversed movement

order. This manipulation of the

temporal order is true for prime-

target pairs from the same

movement phase (left column)

and for prime-target pairs from

different movement phases

(right column)
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high jump or at most minimal experiences from school

lessons. The group of skilled athletes consisted of sixteen

participants with specific experience in high jump (10

women, one left-handed, mean age 24.1; range 19–39).

Seven of the athletes were recruited from local sport clubs.

Nine participants were sport students with a main focus on

track and field. These students explicitly learned the tech-

nique during their semester courses and completed their

courses successfully with a practical examination. Practical

performance shows that the sport students have acquired a

sufficient motor representation for the high-jump move-

ment. Moreover, three of the athletes had experiences in

teaching high jump. The mean training experience for the

group of skilled athletes was 6.3 years (range 1–28:

SD = 7.1).

Apparatus and stimuli

The stimuli were eight photographs of a high-jump

movement (four approach phase images and four flight

phase images) taken from a video of one final contest of the

Olympic games 2008 in Peking (public television broad-

casting). The whole stimulus set is depicted in Fig. 1. Two

pictures of each category were used as picture primes. To

rule out that priming effects are merely based on acquired

mappings between targets and response keys that are also

applied to subliminally presented primes, one prime picture

of each category was a so-called novel prime (Abrams and

Greenwald 2000; Damian 2001). Novel primes are pictures

that are used as primes, but not as targets. Thus, partici-

pants never consciously perceived these pictures during the

experimental session as they never saw them as a target.

Therefore, participants cannot acquire a mapping between

a novel prime and a response key as they never responded

to the novel prime pictures.

Pre- and post-masks consisted of 25 9 25 randomised

cut-outs (10 9 10 pixels) of the stimulus set and were

generated automatically by visually scrambling versions of

the stimuli. This was done to keep them comparable to the

stimulus pictures in physical parameters, such as overall

brightness and average colour (cf. Fig. 2). Stimuli and

masks had a size of 9.0 9 9.0 cm (250 9 250 pixels). The

background of the stimulus pictures was darkened and

blurred to reduce distraction from irrelevant background

information. All stimuli were presented centrally on a

black background and subtended a visual angle of 6.5�
(horizontally and vertically) from the viewing distance of

80 cm.

For stimulus presentation, an IBM-compatible computer

with a 17-inch VGA-Display (vertical retraces 60 Hz) and

the software Presentation� was used (version 14.1;

http://www.neurobs.com). The software controlled the

presentation of the stimuli and measured reaction times

with a precision of one millisecond.

Design and procedure

A 2 9 2 9 2 mixed factorial design was used for the

present study. The within-subject factors were congruency

of movement phases (same phase vs. different phases) and

temporal order (natural vs. reversed). Level of expertise

served as a between-subject factor (skilled athletes vs.

novices).

Participants sat in front of a computer screen (80 cm)

and were instructed to classify the presented target as either

an approach or as a flight image as fast and as accurately as

possible. Participants had to respond by pressing one of

two external buttons with their index fingers. The response

button assignment was counterbalanced across subjects.

Before starting the experimental session, each partici-

pant performed 12 randomised practice trials. Each trial

started with the presentation of a fixation cross (400 ms),

followed by the pre-mask (100 ms), prime (17 ms), post-

mask (100 ms), a blank screen (87 ms) and the target (until

the response followed; cf. Fig. 2). An inter-trial interval of

1500 ms elapsed before the next trial started. All pictures

were displayed in the centre of the screen. Incorrect

responses elicited a visual error feedback (‘‘Fehler’’: the

German word for error).

The stimulus set consisted of 24 prime-target pairs.

These pairs were presented in blocks of 24 trials. These

blocks were repeated ten times to avoid immediate repe-

titions of particular prime-target pairs. The order of

appearance was randomised within each block. All trials

Fig. 2 Procedure of the

experiment. The displayed

example reflects a prime-target

pair from different movement

phases with a natural movement

order

386 Exp Brain Res (2011) 213:383–391
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were presented continuously, with one short break for

participants to relax.

To test whether or not the primes were consciously

perceivable to the participants, a so-called detection task

was performed after the experiment. Participants were fully

informed about the prime stimuli and the masks and were

presented with the 24 trials identical to those used during

the experiment. Participants were instructed to focus their

attention to the prime stimuli and were asked to classify

whether the prime was of the approach or the flight phase

by pressing the associated response buttons.

Data analyses

Reaction times (RTs) were screened for outliers using a

total cut-off. RTs below 100 ms and above 2000 ms were

excluded (0.6%). Wrong answers (2.9%) were not used in

the RT analysis. Mean values of the RTs for each partici-

pant and condition were computed for further analyses

(Fig. 3).1

A preliminary comparison of priming effects for novel

primes and primes from the target set was performed to

assure that priming effects were not based on acquired

mappings between targets and response keys of former

stimulus–response (S-R) episodes acquired during the

experimental session. An ANOVA with the within-subject

factor prime type (novel primes vs. primes from the target

set) and the between-subject factor expertise (athletes vs.

novices) revealed no main effect of prime type (P [ 0.40)

and no significant interaction of the factors prime type

and expertise (P [ 0.70). Also, the main factor expertise

did not reach significance (P [ 0.10). This result indicates

that novel primes and primes from the target set did not

evoke differential priming effects. Thus, we did not

include prime type as an additional factor in our main

analysis.

An ANOVA with the between-subject factor expertise

(athletes vs. novices) and the within-subject factors tem-

poral order (natural vs. reversed) and congruency of

movement phases (same phase vs. different phases) was

performed. We excluded trials with physically identical

primes and targets from the congruent condition, which

would artificially inflate the congruency effect due to rep-

etition priming. The data from identical prime-target rep-

etitions were compared to the other conditions by means of

paired t-tests.

Error rates in the detection task were used to compute a

direct measure of prime recognisability for each subject, in

the form of the signal detection measure d0 (Tanner and

Swets 1954). Measures were obtained by treating one level

of the response category factor (i.e. approach) as a signal

and the other level (i.e. flight) as noise. If a participant’s

proportions of hits or false alarms equalled zero or one, it

was corrected by using the log-linear rule (Goodman 1970;

cited according to Hautus 1995).

Results

An ANOVA with the within-subject factors congruency of

movement phases and temporal order and the between-

subject factor expertise was performed. The main effect of

temporal order reached significance (F(1, 30) = 9.18,

P \ 0.01, gp
2 = 0.23). The main effects congruency of

movement phases and expertise did not reach significance

(Ps [ 0.10). The interaction between expertise and con-

gruency of movement phases was significant (F(1, 30) =

19.65, P \ 0.001, gp
2 = 0.40), as well as the interaction

between expertise, congruency of movement phases and

temporal order (F(1, 30) = 5.39, P \ 0.05, gp
2 = 0.15). To

follow up this interaction, we performed two ANOVAs

with the factors congruency of movement phases and

temporal order for novices and skilled athletes separately.

1 Normal distribution of the mean values for each condition within

groups was tested by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (all p’s [ 0.20).

Furthermore, to reliably demonstrate that the measurement of central

tendency (mean values vs. medians) does not influence our results, we

computed the same ANOVAs with medians. These ANOVAs

revealed effectively the same statistical result pattern as the ANOVAs

with means.

Fig. 3 Mean reaction times (RT) in milliseconds (±SE) for athletes

and novices as a function of congruency of movement phases and

temporal order. The black lines (triangles) illustrate RTs of skilled

athletes, the grey lines (circles) the RTs of novices. The dashed lines
are from congruent, the dotted lines from incongruent prime-target

pairs

Exp Brain Res (2011) 213:383–391 387
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Mean RTs (cf. Fig. 3) and error rates are illustrated in

Table 1. To illustrate the variability of reaction times

between the groups, frequency histograms of the reaction

time data are given in Appendix 1 (skilled athletes) and

Appendix 2 (novices).

For skilled athletes, the factor temporal order reached

significance (F(1, 15) = 22.29, P \ 0.001, gp
2 = 0.58).

Responses to prime-target pairs reflecting the reversed

movement order were slower (530 ms, SEM = 12.3) than

to prime-target pairs reflecting the natural movement order

(501 ms, SEM = 8.7). The main effect of congruency of

movement phases was not significant (P \ 0.10); nor was

the interaction between temporal order and congruency of

movement phases (P [ 0.10).

For novices, the factor temporal order was not signifi-

cant (P [ 0.10). The factor congruency of movement

phases revealed a significant main effect (F(1,

15) = 19.96, P \ 0.001, gp
2 = 0.57), as did the interaction

between congruency of movement phases and temporal

order (F(1, 15) = 6.77, P \ 0.05; gp
2 = 0.31). To follow

up this interaction, further paired t-tests were performed.

The results showed that only prime-target pairs from dif-

ferent phases with a reversed order (i.e. flight-approach

pairs) led to increased RTs. These ‘different phase

reversed’ prime-target pairs led to significantly greater RTs

than ‘same phase reversed’ pairs (t(15) = 4.30, P \ 0.001)

and ‘same phase natural’ pairs (t(15) = 2.81, P \ 0.05).

‘Different phase reversed’ pairs also led to greater RTs

than ‘different phase natural’ pairs, but this difference only

approached significance (P \ 0.10). RTs between ‘same

phase natural’ and ‘different phase natural’ pairs did not

reach significance (P [ 0.10).

The same ANOVAs on error rates revealed no signifi-

cant main effects and no significant interactions.

Prime visibility

The discrimination measure for skilled athletes was

d0 = 0.17 and did not deviate significantly from zero

(t(15) = 1.67, P [ 0.05). For novices, it was d0 = -0.04,

which also did not differ significantly from zero (t(15) =

-0.24, P [ 0.05). The d0 values between novices and

skilled athletes did not differ significantly either (t(30) =

1.13, P [ 0.05).

Discussion

This study addressed the question of whether or not

unconscious visual perception of high-jump pictures is

influenced by the availability of motor representations. To

this end, skilled athletes and novices took part in a sub-

liminal priming study with stimulus material taken from

the high-jump movement. It was predicted that categorical

(i.e. movement phases) and temporal information (i.e.

temporal order) would activate the motor system based on

movement representations in skilled athletes but not in

novices.

In accordance with our hypotheses, an effect of temporal

order for skilled athletes was observed. Participants

responded faster if the prime-target pairs reflected the

natural order of the movement independently of whether

the prime and the target were from the same movement

phase or from different movement phases. The temporal-

order effect is suggested to be due to activated future

aspects of the perceived body posture. Thus, athletes may

have anticipated the next segment of the movement when

they unconsciously perceived the prime picture. Such

anticipation may have facilitated encoding of a target

picture, if it depicted a forthcoming action. Therefore, it is

suggested that represented body postures of the high jump

also contain information about future aspects that are

associated with this specific movement image. Represent-

ing future states of an event is known as prospective coding

(Schütz-Bosbach and Prinz 2007b).

Contrary to predictions, athletes did not show a response-

congruency effect, which means that the prime did not

activate its associated motor response. The results suggest

that athletes predominantly anticipated forthcoming move-

ment segments while unconsciously processing the prime.

The pre-activation of the motor response according to the

prime might be subordinated to anticipation of forthcoming

Table 1 Mean reaction times

(RT) in milliseconds and mean

error rate (ER- as percentages)

as a function of congruency of

movement phases, temporal

order and group

The standard error of means

(SEM) is given in parentheses

Movement phases Temporal order

Natural Reversed

RT (SEM) ER (SEM) RT (SEM) ER (SEM)

Athletes Same 503 (8) 1.6 (0.3) 537 (16) 2.8 (1.2)

Different 498 (11) 2.4 (0.5) 523 (10) 2.5 (0.6)

Novices Same 570 (38) 2.4 (0.7) 561 (35) 5.3 (2.0)

Different 572 (34) 3.3 (0.8) 601 (43) 3.8 (1.0)
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movement segments. This is remarkable, as processing of

the temporal order was task-irrelevant, whereas processing

of the movement phases was task-relevant. This result pat-

tern of a temporal-order effect without a response-congru-

ency effect for skilled athletes needs further empirical

confirmation.

For novices, we found an interaction between congru-

ency of movement phases and temporal order, indicating

that only flight primes followed by approach targets slowed

down the stimulus classification. In other words, novices

only recognise a natural versus a reverse movement order

between movement phases, but not within the approach

phase or within the flight phase. This result suggests that

even novices can extract at least some photographical

information in a subliminal priming paradigm. It is possible

that novices rely on the global orientation of a high-jump

contestant (vertical vs. curved) and the athlete’s position in

the picture (approaching athletes tend to be in the middle,

flying athletes tend to be in the upper half of the picture)

which might be easier to access. It can be assumed that

novices have some basic (abstract) world knowledge about

the natural order of complex human movements (e.g. the

approach preceding the flight phase in high jump). With

this general knowledge, novices may not perceive, for

example, the order of two vertically aligned contestants

(approach prime ? approach target picture) as a violation

of the natural movement order. Similarly, a vertically ori-

ented followed by a curved contestant, indicating an

approach followed by a flight phase, adheres to the natural

order of high jump. Only, the order of a curved followed by

a vertically oriented contestant (flight followed by

approach) may constitute a violation of the general

movement order of high jump. The conflict between the

perceived stimulus order and the natural movement order

(contained in world knowledge) seems to slow down target

processing. Thus, superficial features such as the global

orientation of the contestant and their position in the pic-

ture, together with abstract world knowledge of high jump,

may explain the increased reaction times for reversed

prime-target pairs from different movement phases. The

fact that novices did not also show a response-priming

effect supports the interpretation that only the global ori-

entation of the contestant was extracted from the primes

and not the specific movement segments.

The significant increase in reaction time for flight-

approach prime-target pairs for novices contrasts with the

chess study of Kiesel et al. (2009), which did not find any

influence of subliminally presented primes in novices.

However, categorising a movement sequence and chess

scenarios require different processing of relevant informa-

tion. For an accurate categorisation of movement phases,

participants need to recognise the orientation of the high-

jump athlete and their position in the picture. As knowledge

about body orientation seems to be available to high-jump

novices, it appears possible that novices could have acces-

sed such information and used it in the present study. By

contrast, the chess task, with a decision about a checking or

a non-checking scenario, requires specific knowledge of

chess rules. Since novices have little to no knowledge about

chess rules by definition, it may not be possible for them to

process chess scenarios (unconsciously).

We argue that the results of our study indicate that

athletes as well as novices have a preferred temporal ori-

entation of the high-jump movement sequence. Novices

seem to be only aware of the fact that the movement starts

with an approach phase followed by the take off and the

flight. This general knowledge might be sufficient for a

rough movement prediction (between movement phases).

This rough movement prediction might be adequate when

observing moving objects, namely to overcome the neu-

ronal delay within the visual system (50–100 ms; cf. De

Valois and De Valois 1991). This neuronal latency between

sensory information take-up and perceptual information

processing might be bridged by extrapolating the trajectory

of a moving object at an early perceptual level (Nijhawan

1994). However, for efficient movement control during

movement execution, a more precise anticipation is nee-

ded. We regard the anticipation of future states of our own

body movements as anticipation of to-be-produced per-

ceptual effects (the goal or sub-goals of the action and its

consequences on the organism; ideomotor hypothesis;

Greenwald 1970). As these perceptual effects allow the

online control of movement execution (e.g. correcting the

step length during the approach phase), movement control

should be more efficient, if representation and related

effect anticipation are more precise (e.g. regarding the

temporal succession of different movement phases). Thus,

athletes with domain-specific motor expertise may be bet-

ter in movement prediction than non-athletes without

domain-specific movement expertise and can make more

evaluative use of the perceptual action feedback (Kunde

et al. 2004; Schack 2004).

As motor responses are influenced by imperceivable

primes, our study supports the suggestion that unconscious

stimuli might activate a motor response via the dorsal

stream without object identification in the ventral stream

(Goodale et al. 1995). Thus, it can be speculated that motor

performance in different sport scenarios is influenced and

may be facilitated by unconscious patterns of information

(e.g. body postures, perceived trajectories of moving per-

sons or objects). It might be worthwhile to further inves-

tigate the influence of motor expertise on unconscious

visuomotor control in complex sport settings, for example

in team sports or competitive sports.

In conclusion, athletes as well as novices appear to have

incorporated a (preferred) temporal orientation within their
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representations of human movement sequences. However,

the way the movement is represented in their memory

differs. Athletes’ fine-tuned knowledge about the move-

ment may contribute to more efficient movement control

and thus may be fundamental in performing the movement.

In contrast, novices’ knowledge about the high-jump

movement is based on general world knowledge. This kind

of representation does not enable people to perform the

high jump. Thus, different configurations of the cognitive

system based on specific movement experiences qualita-

tively change the way in which we perceive a particular

movement. Motor expertise is not a prerequisite to

unconsciously processing movement-related information.

Rather, motor expertise appears to modulate unconscious

visual processing of body postures. Unconscious process-

ing of temporal-order information in small steps (e.g.

within a movement phase) might be an important aspect of

movement control.
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